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Задание 1. 

Установите соответствие между заголовками A – F и текстами писем 1 – 5, 

опубликованных в журнале для изучающих английский язык. Занесите свои ответы в 

таблицу. Используйте каждую букву только один раз. В задании один заголовок 

лишний. 

А. PROBLEMS WITH TEACHING METHODS 

B. MAKING IT EASIER TO UNDERSTAND 

C. STUDYING WITH OR WITHOUT A TEACHER  

D. COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS 

E. EXAMINATION RESULTS 

F. ENGLISH PEOPLE'S MISTAKES  

1. I'm a 24-year-old business student from Malaysia and I've been going to English classes at 

night school for the past 5 years. Up to now I've thought that I'm a good student. Last month I 

went to Britain. Nobody could understand me and I couldn't understand them. What went 

wrong? My English teacher is very good and I always get the highest mark for my grammar test. 

2. I'm writing to ask your opinion on my problem. My English teacher never corrects my 

mistakes when I'm speaking. Isn't that her job? How am I going to learn to speak better? Also 

she's always telling me that I should forget all the rules of grammar that I learnt when I was 

younger. 

3. I am looking after two small English children. I love my job but the way that English people 

speak is a little surprising. For example, I often hear them say things like 'more friendlier', and I 

thought it should be 'more friendly'. Many of them say 'we was' instead of 'we were'. Can you 

explain this? Would it be impolite of me to correct them? 

4. I have been studying English for three years. I'm quite good at reading and writing but 

listening is very difficult for me. My teacher suggested that I listen to the BBC World Service 

every day in order to understand English better. The problem is that it's hard for me to 

understand every word. Do you have any ideas about how to make listening to the radio less 

difficult? I like to listen to news very much. 

5. I have studied English for five years at school but for the past six months I have been using the 

Internet and books to learn. There are lots of materials to choose but I'm not sure what is best for 

me and how I should use them. I really would like to take some international examination but 

don't know how to study without help. Should I take a course in my local school – which is a 

little expensive for me now – or is it possible to prepare for the exam on my own? 
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Задание 2. 

Установите соответствие между темами A – G и текстами 1 – 6. Занесите свои 

ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую букву только один раз. В задании одна тема 

лишняя. 

This museum tells you about the history of 

A. industry E. а city 

B. science F. transport 

C. toys G. canals 

D. costumes   

1. Step inside this magical 1850s ''Cinema'' for an exciting tour of Edinburgh, the capital of 

Scotland. As the lights go down a brilliant moving image of the capital appears before you, while 

the guide tells the story of Edinburgh's historic past. 

2. The National Waterways Museum of Gloucester brings to life the time when Britain's 

waterways were dug between towns. Transport by these ways was cheaper than transport by 

land. Many exhibits give visitors the chance to relive the Age which helped to revolutionize 

Britain's water system. 

3. Black Country Museum is an open-air museum. Your visit there is always exciting and 

enjoyable. Guides in national costumes and working demonstrators tell visitors a story of the 

time when different machines were invented in Britain and factories began to develop very 

quickly. 

4. Travel through time and discover the colourful story of travel. See shiny buses, tube trains and 

trams of different centuries. As you step into the past you'll meet people who've kept London 

moving for 200 years. Hold tight as you put yourself in the driving seat and enjoy your journey. 

5. This museum is full of wonderful models of trains, buses, ships and cars. See the 1920s model 

Story Land Park and play the old slot-machines. It also has a nursery of the beginning of the 20
th 

century. The wonderful collection of dolls contains different marionettes from Ancient Roman 

Gladiator doll to figures of today. 

6. This museum illustrates the development of human knowledge through different instruments. 

The museum has a clockwork model of the solar system from1750 as well as microscopes, 

telescopes, navigation instruments, electrical machines and tools. 
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Задание 3. 

Установите соответствие между темами A – G и текстами 1 – 6. Занесите свои ответы в 

таблицу. Используйте каждую букву только один раз. В задании одна тема лишняя. 

A. Dance E. Imaginary person 

B. Souvenirs F. Shops 

C. Food and drink G. Language 

D. Material   

1. Irish hand-made tweed is famous all over the world for its individual look, its quality and 

different colours. This cloth is made from wool and widely used for caps, hats, skirts, trousers, 

and jackets. Tweeds can be bought in most of the larger cities as well as in the specialist tweed 

shops. The most famous place for tweed production in Ireland is Donegal. 

2. Ceili consists of hundreds of people. They join arms together, dance up and down a hall at 

high speeds to the fast sounds of Irish traditional music. Men and women move so quickly 

turning round and round, that if they don't fall at least once, it means that they are not trying hard 

enough. 

3. Gaelic is not widely used today in Ireland. With hundreds of years of colonisation by the 

British it lost its significance and was used less and less. It wasn't allowed to be taught in the 

schools, and it became impossible to use Gaelic in most jobs. 

4. Irish products are very popular. Irish hand-made farmhouse cheeses, chocolates and wild 

smoked salmon taste so nice that they are known everywhere. Many people like Irish coffee 

which is a hot drink made with coffee, whiskey, and cream. Baileys, a cream liqueur, is 

becoming known internationally. We must also mention Guinness, is a type of beer, which for 

many years has been as the meal in a glass. 

5. Children in Ireland love to listen to stories about leprechaun, a small wizard with magic 

powers who could make impossible things happen. He is dressed in green velvet and wears a 

shiny black belt and magic shoes. He is very small, no more than half a metre tall. He has a pot 

of gold and gets very angry if he thinks someone is trying to steal it. 

6. Irish products are of great value and high quality. They can always tell a story of the history, 

culture and geography of the place where they were made. Most visitors know of Aran sweaters, 

Irish lace, Ulster linen table-cloths and bed covers, Galway glasses, Tara plates and cups. Hardly 

any visitor leaves the country without buying something which will remind them of the country 

later. 
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Задание 4. 

Установите соответствие между темами A – G и текстами 1 – 6. Занесите свои ответы в 

таблицу. Используйте каждую букву только один раз. В задании одна тема лишняя. 

A. Hotel E. Safety rules 

B. Climate F. Parks 

C. Parking G. Sightseeing 

D. Newspapers   

1. On most downtown Manhattan streets people are not allowed to leave their cars. Midtown car 

parks and garages are about $6.75 an hour. Some restaurants and hotels have free car parks. If 

you are staying at a hotel with this service, it is easiest to leave your car in the garage and use 

public transport or taxis. 

2. Start your day with a laugh, enjoy the funniest pictures in The New York Daily News. Turn 

over the pages of The NY Times which has won a total of 108 Pulitzer prizes. Read 11 English 

and foreign language papers which come out every day and you will be in touch with serious 

problems in the world and in the country.  

3. Seasons in New York are distinct. Summers are generally hot and humid, with practically no 

difference between daytime and evening temperatures. Winters tend to be bitter, although snow 

and sleet are not that often. Spring and autumn are mild in the day time and cool at nights. 

4. This is a great way to see New York. Drivers are experienced and you will feel safe; buses are 

comfortable and you will feel fine in any weather. They are all air-conditioned. You are offered 

different excursions. The all-day excursions visit the top tourist attractions and other excursions 

which last from 2 to 4 hours can be interesting for people with different tastes. 

5. No visit to Long Island is complete without the Marriot. Centrally located near Roosevelt 

Raceway and Roosevelt Field Indoor Mall, it offers expensive and comfortable rooms, fine 

restaurants, a lively nightclub with an indoor pool. You will be offered outstanding service and 

hospitality. For information and reservation call (800)228-9290. 

6. Drivers, front seat passengers and all back seat passengers younger than 10 must fasten their 

seat belts around themselves. The state law takes these precautions to protect people against 

possible trouble. Drivers pay if their passengers are younger than 16 and not wearing seat belts. 
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Задание5. 

Установите соответствие между заголовками A – G и текстами 1 – 6. Занесите свои 

ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую букву только один раз. В задании один 

заголовок лишний. 

A. First computers E. Professional sport 

B. Risky sport F. Shopping from home 

C. Shopping in comfort G. New users 

D. Difficult task   

1. A group of university students from Brazil have been given the job of discovering and locating 

all the waterfalls in their country. It is not easy because very often the maps are not detailed. The 

students have to remain in water for long periods of time. Every day they cover a distance of 35 

to 40 kilometers through the jungle, each carrying 40 kilos of equipment. 

2. For many years now, mail-order shopping has served the needs of a certain kind of customers. 

Everything they order from a catalogue is delivered to their door. Now, though, e-mail shopping 

on the Internet has opened up even more opportunities for this kind of shopping. 

3. Another generation of computer fans has arrived. They are neither spotty schoolchildren nor 

intellectual professors, but pensioners who are learning computing with much enthusiasm. It is 

particularly interesting for people suffering from arthritis as computers offer a way of writing 

nice clear letters. Now pensioners have discovered the Internet and at the moment they make up 

the fastest growing membership. 

4. Shopping centres are full of all kinds of stores. They are like small, self-contained towns 

where you can find everything you want. In a large centre, shoppers can find everything they 

need without having to go anywhere else. They can leave their cars in the shopping centre car 

park and buy everything in a covered complex, protected from the heat, cold or rain. 

5. Not many people know that, back in the fifties, computers were very big, and also very slow. 

They took up complete floors of a building, and were less powerful, and much slower than any 

of today‟s compact portable computers. At first, the data they had to process and record was fed 

in on punched-out paper; later magnetic tape was used, but both systems were completely 

inconvenient. 

6. Potholing is a dull name for a most interesting and adventurous sport. Deep underground, on 

the tracks of primitive men and strange animals who have adapted to life without light, finding 

unusual landscapes and underground lakes, the potholer lives an exciting adventure. You mustn‟t 

forget, though, that it can be quite dangerous. Without the proper equipment you can fall, get 

injured or lost. 
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Задание 6. 

Установите соответствие между темами A – G и текстами 1 – 6. Занесите свои 

ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую букву только один раз. В задании одна тема 

лишняя. 

A. An office at home E. Saving energy 

B. Computers for making films F. Saving space 

C. “No” to computer games G. Driving in the future 

D. Computers for building up team spirit   

1. Safe, comfortable and, above all, green. Electric-powered cars will not produce any substances 

which are dangerous for either people or the environment. In 10-20 years all cars will have their 

own built-in computers. These computers will help choose the best way to go and avoid 

accidents. You can even sit back and let the computer do the driving! 

2. As you know personal computers use a lot of power. In fact, with their printers and monitors, 

computers in the USA use each year as much electricity as the whole state of Oregon. Not to 

waste electricity, new “green” computers are being developed by more than a hundred personal 

computer firms in the USA. When left on but unused for more than a few minutes, they go down 

to a standby, using 80 per cent less energy. At a command the PCs return to full power. 

3. Nowadays, people working in offices use computers, which contain hundreds of documents. 

Do you know how much space these documents would take up, if they were printed on paper? 

They‟d occupy whole rooms! In many offices computers are linked in a network. This way, 

employees can exchange information and messages without moving from their tables. 

4. Technology has allowed more and more people to work from the place where they live. Using 

a modem on a telephone line connected to their computer, everyone can be linked to the 

company computer. In this way, they don‟t waste so much time, because they don‟t have to go to 

the office every day. It also means less pollution in the atmosphere caused by transport. 

5. Good-bye, pencils! Farewell, sheets of paper! These days cartoons are being made with a 

computer. The first-ever cartoon to be created by computer was “Toy Story” produced by Steve 

Jobs. A typical Walt Disney cartoon usually needs up to 600 designers. “Toy Story” was made 

using only 100. So, like so much of modern life, today‟s cinema seems to be falling more and 

more into the hands of the computer. 

6. If someone asked you about the negative aspects of a computer game, probably the first thing 

that would come to your mind is that it isolates a person from other people. Now the first virtual 

reality computer game has appeared which can be played in a group of 6 people at the same time. 

The game is called “The Loch Ness Expedition.” Each player is given a role in the underwater 

expedition. Players have to cooperate to achieve the goal. 
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Задание 7. 

Установите соответствие между темами A – G и текстами 1 – 6. Занесите свои 

ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую букву только один раз. В задании одна тема 

лишняя. 

A. Colours for royal families E. Colours around you 

B. Origin of the toy’s name F. Toys for all ages 

C. Popular names G. Lovely animals 

D. Personal names   

1. People say that red, yellow and orange are “warm”, and that blue and green are “cool”. But if 

you touch a red wool sweater, it doesn‟t feel warmer than a blue wool sweater. Scientists have 

taken the temperature of colours with a special instrument called a thermopile and have found 

that reds and oranges are warmer than blues and greens. 

2. Pandas are wonderful. They look so nice, rather like soft furry toys. No wonder people love 

them. At any zoo they are always the centre of attention. The most striking thing about pandas is 

their black and white colouring. Pandas are strict vegetarians. They eat only young bamboo 

stems and nothing else. Pandas are peaceful, friendly and harmless. They have no enemies. 

3. Imagine being arrested and thrown into prison for wearing a certain colour! It could have 

happened back in the days when kings and emperors ruled. In ancient Rome only the emperor 

and his wife could have purple or gold clothes. In China, only the emperor could wear yellow. 

And in France, in the past, only a princess could wear a scarlet dress. 

4. Today we can hardly imagine a world without this eager listener and loyal friend, the teddy 

bear. But why is it called Teddy? The story goes back to 1902, when Theodore Roosevelt was 

President of the United States. The press and the people fondly called him Teddy. Once on a 

hunting trip, he couldn‟t bring himself to shoot a defenseless bear cub. The owners of a candy 

store in New York made a little toy bear cub and put it in their shop window with a handwritten 

notice saying “Teddy‟s bear”. The bear became a hit with the public. 

5. Pet names, like human ones, go in and out of fashion. According to Bairbre O‟Malley, a 

London vet, they reflect larger trends in society. The computer boom, for example, has produced 

dogs called Mac, Apple and, for smaller breeds, Microchip, or Laptop. Hollywood‟s influence 

has inspired names like Conan and Terminator for bull terriers and other strong breeds. Mr 

O‟Malley also remarked that many animals he treated after road accidents were called Lucky. 

6. One of the most popular tourist attractions today is Legoland Windsor, the newest theme park 

in Europe. It is a theme park and the theme is bricks. Lego bricks, to be specific. You know those 

little plastic toy bricks children use to build castles, bridges, all sorts of things. Some grown-ups 

play with Lego bricks, too. One hundred of them worked for two and a half years to design 

buildings, trains, cars, boats, fountains and people for Legoland Windsor. 
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Задание 8. 

Установите соответствие тем A-H текстам 1-7. Занесите свои ответы в таблицу. 

Используйте каждую букву только один раз. В задании одна тема лишняя. 

A. PARTY DESSERT E. GIVING A PARTY 

B. OUTDOOR GAME F. PARTY ANIMALS 

C. TAKING CARE OF A PET G. FUN ON THE WAY 

D. COLLECTING THINGS H. PARTY GAME 

1. Ask your parents for permission to have a party. Decide what kind of party you want and 

whether it will be held indoors or outdoors. Send written invitations to your friends. Tell them 

what kind of party you are having, at what time, where, and whether or not the guests should 

wear costumes. Make a list of games you would like to play. Ask your mother to help you 

prepare refreshments. Ice cream, cake, cookies, and lemonade are good for any party. 

2. This activity makes everybody laugh. Have the guests sit around the room. Choose one person 

to be a pussycat. The pussy must go over to a guest and do his/her best to make the guest laugh. 

He/she can make funny meows and walk around like a cat. The pussy goes from one guest to 

another until someone laughs. The first one to laugh becomes the new pussy. 

3. It‟s easy to make a cake from a cake mix that you get from the grocery store. You usually add 

only water or milk. Cake mixes come in many flavours, such as chocolate, lemon, banana, 

vanilla and others. When you make a cake from a mix, always follow the directions on the 

package carefully. Then you can be sure that your cake will turn out right and your guests will 

enjoy it. Many mixes have a small envelope of powdered frosting hidden inside the flour. 

4. As you ride on a bus with your friends, get someone to start singing. Everyone joins in. At the 

first crossroad, another person starts a different song, and everyone joins in. Keep changing 

songs at every crossroad. 

5. Looking after cats is easy. They wash themselves every day and eat almost any food. Cats like 

to drink milk and cream. But they need to be fed fish, beef, liver, and other kinds of meat. They 

need a clean, dry bed at night. You can use a basket or a cardboard box for your cat‟s bed. Cats 

like to play with a rubber ball or chase a string. 

6. You can have a whole army of toy soldiers made of tin, wood or plastic. Some may be dressed 

in fancy uniforms, some may be sitting on horses. Others may be ready for battle, carrying guns 

and shoulder packs. You can have soldiers from other countries, or only Civil War soldiers or 

only modern soldiers. If you get two soldiers that are alike, trade your extra soldier with another 

toy soldier lover. 

7. Even animals get involved in elections. The donkey and elephant have been political symbols 

in the USA for more than 100 years. Why? In 1828, Democrat Andrew Jackson ran for president. 

Critics said he was stubborn as a donkey. The donkey has been the symbol of the Democratic 

Party ever since. In the 1870s, newspaper cartoonists began using the elephant to stand for the 

Republican Party. 
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Задание 9. 

Установите соответствие тем A – H текстам 1 – 7. Занесите свои ответы в таблицу. 

Используйте каждую букву только один раз. В задании одна тема лишняя. 

A. Musical performance E. Film for all ages 

B. Attractive landscape F. Exciting hobby 

C. Perfect holidays G. Colourful festival 

D. Portrait of a girl H. Interesting book 

1. This is a full-length (ninety minutes) cartoon, which is entertaining for both adults and 

children over six. The animation and colour are of very high quality and the story has lots of fun 

and excitement. The plot is quick moving and full of surprises. There‟s romance, action, comedy, 

music and lots of fantastic songs and dances. 

2. This is a full-blooded magnificently written portrait of history‟s most fascinating woman. 

Readers will lose themselves for hours in this richly entertaining novel full of dramatic twists 

and turns. From the spectacular era that bears her name comes the spellbinding story of Elizabeth 

I – her tragic childhood, her confrontation with Mary, Queen of Scots and her brilliant reign. 

3. The young woman is shown in a “shepherdess” hat and white dress, recalling a classical 

chiton. The background landscape, common in such paintings, seems to indicate the heroine‟s 

closeness to nature, to the ordinary joys of life. The painter‟s colour range – at times us 

translucent as porcelain, at others muted like mother-of-pearl – is based upon subtle plays of 

gray and green, light blue and pink. 

4. In this picture one is struck by artist‟s absolute mastery in portraying natural details, whether 

the dry, sandy soil of the forest, the clear stream of water in the foreground, the yellow bark and 

fluffy needles of the pines, or the sense of a bright, clear, calm summer day. The artist managed 

to create an image familiar to anyone who has seen a Russian forest. 

5. Have a good time on the most lively and exciting island in the Caribbean. Relax under a palm 

tree on the white sandy beaches. Swim in the clear, blue sea. Listen to the bands playing Calypso 

music. Or get really adventurous and go scuba diving for sunken treasure on the sea bed. Join in 

the many cultural celebrations we offer, for example the sugar harvest festival. 

6. This event is considered the greatest attraction for visitors to the Isle of Man. No definite date 

can be given, but it is normally held between 5
th

 and 15
th

 July. The Pageant begins at about 8 

p.m. First we are given a glimpse of village life in Celtic times. Then suddenly Viking long ships 

appear and then there are scenes of war. Then Celts and Vikings unite, and the Manx nation is 

born. The actual Pageant is followed by a grand torchlight procession and firework display. 

7. Do you like Latin American dancing? Do you want to dance like you see in the films and on 

the stage? Do you want to feel the rhythm of the music in your body and in your soul? Do you 

want to meet other people who have a love for the same music as you? If you have answered 

“Yes” to any of these questions, join our Latin dance classes on Thursday night between seven 

and ten. All are welcome. 
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Задание 10. 

Установите соответствие тем A – H текстам 1 – 7. Занесите свои ответы в таблицу. 

Используйте каждую букву только один раз. В задании одна тема лишняя. 

A. A taste of everything E. Activities for the adventurous and hardy 

B. Shop till you drop F. On the crossroads of religions 

C. City’s tourist attractions G. For the body, mind and soul 

D. Ancient traditions live on H. From the high peaks to the deep seas 

1. Today Jakarta has much to offer, ranging from museums, art and antique markets, first class 

shopping to accommodations and a wide variety of cultural activities. Jakarta‟s most famous 

landmark, the National Monument or Monas is a 137m obelisk topped with a flame sculpture 

coated with 35 kg of gold. Among other places one can mention the National museum that holds 

an extensive collection of ethnographic artifacts and relics, the Maritime Museum that exhibits 

Indonesia‟s seafaring traditions, including models of sea going vessels. 

2. Sumatra is a paradise for nature lovers, its national parks are the largest in the world, home to 

a variety of monkeys, tigers and elephants. Facing the open sea, the western coastline of Sumatra 

and the waters surrounding Nias Island have big waves that make them one of the best surfer‟s 

beaches in Indonesia. There are beautiful coral reefs that are ideal for diving. For those 

whoscavengers of the dark waters. 

3. Various establishments offer professional pampering service with floral baths, body scrubs, 

aromatic oils, massages and meditation; rituals and treatments that use spices and aromatic herbs 

to promote physical and mental wellness. Various spa hotels are extremely popular. Indonesians 

believe that when treating the body you cure the mind. 

4. Jakarta has a distinctly cosmopolitan flavor. Tantalize your taste buds with a gastronomic 

spree around the city‟s many eateries. Like French gourmet dining, exotic Asian cuisine, 

American fast food, stylish cafes, restaurants all compete to find a way into your heart through 

your stomach. The taste of Indonesia‟s many cultures can be found in almost any corner of the 

city: hot and spicy food from West Sumatra, sweet tastes of Dental Java, the tangy fish dishes of 

North Sulawesi. 

5. In the face of constant exposure to modernization and foreign influences, the native people 

still faithfully cling to their culture and rituals. The pre-Hindu Bali Aga tribe still maintains their 

own traditions of architecture, pagan religion, dance and music, such as unique rituals of dances 

and gladiator-like battles between youths. On the island of Siberut native tribes have retained 

their Neolithic hunter-gathering culture. 

6. Whether you are a serious spender or half hearted shopper, there is sure to be something for 

everybody in Jakarta. Catering to diverse tastes and pockets, the wide variety of things you can 

buy in Jakarta is mind boggling from the best of local handicrafts to haute couture labels. 

Modern super and hyper markets, multi-level shopping centers, retail and specialty shops, sell 

quality goods at a competitive price. Sidewalk bargains range from tropical blooms of vivid 

colors and scents in attractive bouquets to luscious fruits of the seasons. 

7. The land‟s long and rich history can‟t be separated from the influence of Hinduism, 

Buddhism, Islam and Christianity. There is one of the oldest Hindu temples in Java, the majestic 

Buddhist „monastery on the hill‟, Borobudur, the largest Buddhist monument in the world. About 

17 km away from this monastery is a 9
th

 century temple complex built by the Sanjaya dynasty. 

Prambanan complex is dedicated to the Hindu trinity: Ciwa, Vishnu and Brahma. The spread of 

Islam also left interesting monuments such as the 15
th

 century Minaret Mosque in Kudus. 
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Чтение (базовый уровень): 

Ответы 

1. DAFBC 

2. EGAFCB 

3. DAGCEB 

4. CDBGAE 

5. DFGCAB 

6. GEFABD 

7. EGABCF 

8. EHAGCDF 

9. EHDBCGF 

10. CEGADBF 

 

 

 

 

 

 


